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The past few years we have lived and worked through a pandemic, publicized murders of Black 
Americans, and relentless political attacks on communities of color and low-income 
communities, which have compounded and put a spotlight on persistent inequities we as an 
industry have worked to address since our inception. These inequities are not new, and neither is 
the resiliency, resourcefulness and strategic problem-solving these communities continue to 
demonstrate. 
 
Like many of you, I know this first-hand because I am a part of these communities. I am a 
woman. I am Mexican. I am an immigrant. I am a new mother with a career outside the home. I 
am a provider for my multi-generational family. I am the daughter of parents who leveraged 
entrepreneurship and homeownership to provide their children the education and wealth building 
opportunities they found inaccessible for themselves, as a means for creating choice and agency 
in our lives. Above all else, I am the product of a family and support network that taught me to 
use the power of my voice not just for myself, but for community. Community – this is my why.  
 
This “why” is what drives my commitment to Low Income Investment Fund’s (LIIF) mission of 
advancing racial equity through communities of opportunity, equity, and wellbeing. Our shared 
values are also why I am honored to be nominated for the Board of Directors of Opportunity 
Finance Network (OFN), and humbly request your support. 
 
Leveraging Partnerships 
The expertise and perspectives that I bring to my work and would bring to the OFN Board are a 
combination of my lived experience and my community-based practitioner work. Prior to joining 
LIIF in 2020, I served as Chief Strategy Officer leading national capacity building strategies for 
the Mission Economic Development Agency (MEDA), originally a place-based organization 
focused on Latinos and immigrants in San Francisco’s Mission District. As income disparities 
widened and the housing crisis deepened, displacing thousands of Latinos since the early 2000’s 
– some of my family included – MEDA evolved into a comprehensive community development 
organization, including a small business CDFI. My experience provides me an understanding of 
the strengths and unique challenges of both large and small CDFI’s. 
 
What I have seen through my work are persistent access-to-capital challenges, for community 
members, businesses, and even high-capacity organizations. I also see insufficient representation 
from target communities as influencers and decision-makers at larger CDFI’s, and more broadly 
in the conventional financial capital provider system. OFN is uniquely positioned to further lead 
our sector to address this and ensure that the resurgent “CDFI moment” we are in does not pass, 
nor do the resources, bipartisan support, or focus on us as trusted drivers of impact. 
 
I see myself as a representative aiming to ensure that our organization’s and sector’s strategies 
are directly informed by and responsive to what communities say they need and want. That is our 
purpose as CDFI’s, with origins in civil rights, to redress the harm done by oppressive policies 
and practices. I can never lose sight of this focus, because again, this is personal for me.  
 
At LIIF, I lead the organization in thinking how to continuously be more intentional about 
leveraging capital as a vehicle for community impact. As part of this, I led the development of 
the organization’s first anti-racism commitment, including four guiding principles: 
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1) Seek out, listen to and respond to the voices of communities and people of color  
2) Institutionalize the internal and external changes we make 
3) Develop and implement clear mechanisms for accountability 
4) Collaborate, contribute to and learn from others’ anti-racism journeys 
 
At LIIF, we are applying this to the types of investments we make; how we cultivate new 
partnerships with organizations that may not have access to the platforms and resources LIIF has 
but are already implementing many of the strategies we are exploring; and deepening our work 
with practitioners and entrepreneurs of color in the affordable housing and early care and 
education areas – all of whom are members of communities that have for too long been 
underinvested in. My lens is to leverage LIIF’s robust resources, capacity, and influence to be an 
ally across communities and to smaller CDFI’s. As this drives my work within the organization, 
it also drives my board service with National Housing Trust (NHT), an innovator in the 
affordable housing development, energy, policy, and CDFI lending space. LIIF has also 
leveraged partnerships in advocating for more equitable policies and regulations, as in my recent 
joint call to action with the CEO of the National Association of Latino Community Asset 
Builders (NALCAB) and OFN Board member Marla Bilonick, for the Community Reinvestment 
Act (CRA) to more explicitly center racial equity.  
 
The OFN board recognizes the value in strategic alliances and my goal is to strengthen this work 
with my first-hand of experience in both smaller and larger CDFI spaces. 
 
Valuing Outcomes Over Outputs 
We must measure our progress not just by dollars invested or other outputs, but by the improved 
outcomes and conditions of communities of color as defined by communities themselves. At 
LIIF, we’re doing this through the development of outcomes-based learning and evaluation 
functions and a new impact framework and lending decision-making tool. Our goal is to move 
toward prioritizing investments that increase access to power and agency building for people and 
communities of color. Our Black Developer Capital Initiative is an example of us putting theory 
into practice, and there is more to come. Many of our peers are also recognizing how vital this 
approach to impact is and I’m excited to play a role on the board to encourage the expansion of 
this function throughout our industry.  
 
The CDFI field and OFN network have done amazing, meaningful work in communities that 
have been underinvested in for several decades. We know there is much more work needed in 
our ongoing fight for racial and economic equity. Shifting capital and financial systems can be 
done by harnessing our collective power – from smaller to larger, from white-led to led by 
people of color, from rural to urban, from small business to real estate focused CDFI’s – it will 
take all of us working together. 
 
If elected to join the OFN Board of committed CDFI leaders, whom I deeply respect and admire, 
I can be counted on as a representative, a bridger, and tireless advocate for our work, our 
communities, and for racial and economic justice.  
 
I would be so grateful for your vote to join OFN’s Board of Directors. Thank you. 


